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ABSTRACT

A protocol for quantitative performance evaluation of PIV systems using the VSJ Standard Images [1]
has been developed. This protocol includes programs (with C source code) to perform the quantitative
performance measure and a standard way to display the results in order to permit easy system performance
evaluation and comparison.

There are actually three distinct protocols, dedicated respectively to the evaluation of PIV systems
on three different types of PIV problems addressed through three different types of Standard Images:
recovering the two in-plane components of a roughly 2D flow, recovering the two in-plane components of
a 3D flow, and recovering all three components of a 3D flow using multiple viewpoints (always in a planar
section of the flow illuminated by a thin laser sheet).

Example of use and sample results are given using the LIMSI-CLIPS ODP-PIV system [2] [3]. Ex-
tensions for the evaluation of PIV system in noisy conditions are also proposed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The experimental fluid mechanics technique of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) has proven to be
a valuable method for quantitative flow structure evaluation. Many commercial and experimen-
tal PIV systems are now available, and being able to quantitatively evaluate and compare them
becomes more and more a strong need and a difficult issue.

The PIV-STD Project has been started by the the Visualization Society of Japan (VSJ) with
the objective of developing PIV standards and PIV guide tools, and to popularize the PIV tech-
niques. Within this project, many synthetic PIV image sequences, called “Standard Images”,
were generated along with the corresponding ground truth velocity vector fields in a wide va-
riety of controlled conditions [1]. The VSJ Standard Images are freely distributed via inter-
net (http://www.vsj.or.jp/piv/image-e.html) or via a CDROM available from the
VSJ.

The VSJ PIV Standard Images test sets were not originally designed for quantitative evalua-
tion and comparison of PIV systems but rather for the development, test and qualitative evaluation
of PIV systems. Therefore, synthetic image sequences with the correct corresponding flow field
were provided but nothing about a quantitative evaluation protocol, like a vector field comparison
program or a way to display the results, was included. However, it was found later that that would
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be useful too and could quite easily be achieved. The objective of this work is the addition to
the VSJ corpus of such an evaluation protocol. Some arbitrary choices (use of an absolute RMS
measure for instance) had to be made in order to obtain a single and coherent protocol usable in
the same way by any organization.

This protocol includes programs (with C source code) for performing the quantitative perfor-
mance measure and a standard way to display the results in order to permit easy system perfor-
mance comparison. It is also freely available via internet (http://www-clips.imag.fr/-
mrim/georges.quenot/vsj-eval/evaluation.html).

There are actually three distinct protocols, dedicated respectively to the evaluation of PIV sys-
tems on three different types of PIV problems addressed through three different types of Standard
Images test sets so that evaluations can be carried out independently on any of them:

� Problem 1: recovering the two in-plane components of a roughly 2D flow (small out-of-
plane velocity) in a planar section illuminated by a thin laser sheet, corresponding to the
std01 to std08 Standard Images (as well as to any Custom Made Standard Images),

� Problem 2: recovering the two in-plane components of a 3D flow (significant out-of-plane
velocity) in a planar section illuminated by a thin laser sheet, corresponding to the std301
and std302 Standard Images,

� Problem 3: recovering all three components of a 3D flow in a planar section illuminated
by a thin laser sheet using multiple viewpoints, corresponding to the std331 and std337
Standard Images.

The use of the protocols is illustrated by its application to the evaluation of the LIMSI-CLIPS
ODP-PIV system.

2 EVALUATION PROTOCOL, COMMON PART

This section describes the principles that are common to all three (or, at least two of them) problem
types and associated evaluation protocols.

2.1 Tuning of system parameters and control switch

This evaluation protocol is not, as it should be for a clean and fair comparison, a true blind test.
This is due to the fact that the PIV-STD test sets used here were not designed for that purpose.
Therefore, a blind test have to be simulated. This means that participants are required to follow an
appropriate set of rules. Tuning of the system parameters and control switchs in order to optimize
the system performance is not allowed at all. Otherwise, it would be unfair and we would not
measure system performance but rather system “auto-coherence” on these data.

Evaluation, however may be conducted in two ways : automatic and interactive. In the auto-
matic way (default and highly recommended case), no tuning at all is allowed. Tuning should be
done only using images from other sources. In the interactive way, a user is allowed to tune the
parameters and switches in order to improve the apparent visual quality of the flow field exactly
as he would do so on real images, but without looking at the correct flow field. In this case, it
should be mentioned while displaying the system configuration that interaction was performed.

2.2 Vector fields format

Recovered vector fields should be presented in the same format (described on the VSJ web site
or on the PIV-STD3D CDROM) as the correct vector fields; this means at the same locations
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(either in image or real world coordinates, depending upon the problem type) and using the same
units (pixel/sec, pixel/interval or cm/s, also depending upon the problem type). This may require
resampling or interpolation for PTV methods or PIV ones which yields results at different (image
or real world) locations.

It is not required to provide a velocity vector for every location in the correct flow field. If
some vectors are missing in the recovered field, the error is computed only on the vectors that
have been successfully recovered but, in this case, the vector density (percentage of recovered
vectors) should be displayed with the accuracy result.

2.3 Performance measure

The Root Mean Square (RMS) difference between the recovered and correct flow fields has been
chosen as the standard displayed result. It is computed on all the recovered vectors and displayed
as an absolute error; this means in the same units as the correct flow field (the Root Mean Square
of the correct flow field may also be computed in order to evaluate the relative error).

For each of the three problems, a program is provided for the computation of the RMS error
between the recovered and correct vector fields. A program is also provided for the computation
of a global RMS error when recovered and correct vector fields are available at many time steps
in long image sequences.

2.4 Time location of the vector field

For the std301, std302, std331 and std337 test sequences, the correct vector field used for the
image sequence generation is varying with time. The correct flow field is given at integer number
of time steps corresponding to the time location of the generated iamges. However, systems
computing the flow field from two or four (or any even number of images) may actually compute
a flow field which is intermediate between the ones corresponding to the two used images (or
the two centered of the 2N images used). Computing the error between the recovered flow field
relatively to the first (or middle before) correct flow field or to the second (or middle after) correct
flow field will actually add an extra error of about half of the RMS difference between this first
or second correct flow fields which is not negligible since these fields vary quite quickly in time.
Therefore, in the case of the use of systems using an even number of images (the most general case
is probably two), the RMS error is computed between the recovered flow field and the average of
the first (or middle before) correct flow field and the second (or middle after) correct flow field.
This is still an approximation but a second order which is much better than the first order one.

3 EVALUATION USING THE STD01 TO STD08 STANDARD IMAGES

3.1 Display of the results

Std01 to std08 test sets consist each of four consecutive images obtained using a constant 2D
flow field. Therefore only one vector field has to be recovered for each test set and system or
system configuration (using 2, 3 or 4 consecutive images for instance) and only one correspond-
ing RMS error number, obtained from the vector field comparison program, must be displayed
for each of the test sets and for each evaluated system or system configuration (using 2, 3 or 4
consecutive images for instance). If a system uses more than two images (default case) for the
vector field computation the number of used images should be displayed, associated to the system
configuration. If it is not 100%, the vector density must be displayed, associated to the RMS error.

The RMS of the correct vector field may also be displayed, associated to the test set infor-
mation, in order to give an idea of the relative error, as well as any additional useful information
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about the test set (particle density for instance) but all of this is optional (since it is not dependent
on the tested systems but only on the test set and it is already available).

The same way of displaying the results can be used for custom made image sequences gener-
ated using the VSJ generator program.

3.2 Sample results using the LIMSI-CLIPS ODP-PIV system

Sample results are given in this section in order to illustrate the use of the evaluation protocol.
The evaluated system is the ODP-PIV system developed at the LIMSI and CLIPS laboratories. It
makes use of an Optical Flow technique called Orthogonal Dynamic Programming (ODP). The
technique is described in [2] and the detailed performance of this system will be given in [3].
The system has the particularity of being able to use more than two consecutive images for the
recovery of vector fields. Results are displayed with configurations of the system using from 2 to
7 consecutive images labelled ODP-n, n being the number of consecutive images used.

Table 1 shows the RMS error (absolute error in pixels/s) of the LIMSI-CLIPS ODP-PIV sys-
tem on the VSJ standard sequences std01 to std08 (problem 1). Std01 is a typical case and std02
to std08 explore some variations of the operating conditions around it. The detailed operating
conditions are described on the VSJ web site. The vector field to be recovered is the same in all 8
experiments and its RMS is of 243 pixels/sec. Density is 100 %.

No. ODP-2 ODP-3 ODP-4 No. ODP-2 ODP-3 ODP-4
STD01 10.2 9.59 9.33 STD05 11.0 9.23 8.47
STD02 35.6 32.3 32.8 STD06 10.5 4.86 4.33
STD03 24.8 24.5 24.4 STD07 12.0 8.27 7.98
STD04 7.44 5.21 4.54 STD08 33.9 15.2 12.2

Table 1 RMS error on the VSJ standard sequences std01 to std08

Table 2 shows a fully commented version of the same results including the virtual exper-
iment parameters (N, number of visible particles, T , time interval (ms), v, in-plane velocity
(pixel/interval), L, laser sheet thickness (mm) w, out-of-plane velocity (-/interval), Pa, particle
average diameter (pixels), Pd, particle diameter standard deviation (pixels)) and the relative RMS
errors. However, all the useful information for system performance evaluation and comparison is
the one displayed in table 1.

STD N T v L w Pa Pd 2 images 3 images 4 images
01 4000 33 7.39 20.0 0.017 5.0 1.4 10.2 (4.20 %) 9.59 (3.94 %) 9.33 (3.83 %)
02 4000 100 22.4 20.0 0.058 5.0 1.4 35.6 (14.6 %) 32.3 (13.2 %) 32.8 (13.4 %)
03 4000 10 2.24 20.0 0.006 5.0 1.4 24.8 (10.2 %) 24.5 (10.0 %) 24.4 (10.0 %)
04 10000 33 7.39 20.0 0.017 5.0 1.4 7.44 (3.05 %) 5.21 (2.14 %) 4.54 (1.86 %)
05 1000 33 7.39 20.0 0.017 5.0 1.4 11.0 (4.52 %) 9.23 (3.79 %) 8.47 (3.48 %)
06 4000 33 7.39 20.0 0.017 5.0 0.0 10.5 (4.34 %) 4.86 (2.00 %) 4.33 (1.78 %)
07 4000 33 7.39 20.0 0.017 10. 4.0 12.0 (4.94 %) 8.27 (3.40 %) 7.98 (3.28 %)
08 4000 33 7.39 2.0 0.170 5.0 1.4 33.9 (13.9 %) 15.2 (6.26 %) 12.2 (5.02 %)

Table 2 RMS error on the VSJ standard sequences 01 to 08

4 EVALUATION USING THE STD301 AND STD302 STANDARD IMAGES
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4.1 Display of the results

Std301 and std302 test sets consist each of 145 consecutive images obtained using a variable 3D
flow field. A 2D vector field can be recovered for every integer time step (using an odd number
of images) or for every half-integer time step (using an even number of images) except possibly
for the few first of few last time steps depending upon how many images are actually used by the
system. Since that amounts to a lot of RMS error numbers, it has been chosen to compute all the
possible ones in the sequences but to display only their global RMS. Only this number must be
displayed for each of the test sets and for each evaluated system or system configuration (using a
given number of images for instance). If it is not always 100 %, the average vector density must
be displayed, associated to the RMS error.

The RMS of the correct vector field can also be displayed, also with the minimum, the average
and the maximum values, associated to the test set information, in order to give an idea of the
relative error, as well as any additional useful information about the test set (particle density for
instance) but all of this is optional (since it is not dependent on the tested systems but only on the
test set and it is already available). Plots of the evolution of the RMS error according to the time
step can also be displayed optionally.

If computing all the vector fields for all the time steps is too heavy for the tested systems or
configurations, results may be displayed only for the one single recovered vector field using the
first images of the test sets. In that case, the results must be displayed exactly in the same way as
in the case of test sets std01 to std08. However, the results using only one recovered vector field
should not be compared with the results using all the recovered vector field, since the beginning
of the sequence is not representative enough of the average case.

4.2 Sample results using the LIMSI-CLIPS ODP-PIV system

Table 3 shows the global RMS error of the LIMSI-CLIPS ODP-PIV system on the VSJ standard
sequences std301 and std302 (problem 2) using from 2 to 7 consecutive images. The vector
fields to be recovered are the same in the two experiments and their global RMS is of 5.105
pixels/interval. Density is always 100 %. A plot of the RMS error according to the time step may
additionally be displayed as shown in Figure 1.

No. ODP-2 ODP-3 ODP-4 ODP-5 ODP-6 ODP-7
STD301 0.260 0.193 0.159 0.141 0.137 0.147
STD302 0.352 0.294 0.258 0.246 0.234 0.245

Table 3 Global RMS error on the VSJ standard sequences std301 and std302

5 EVALUATION USING THE STD331 AND STD337 STANDARD IMAGES

5.1 Display of the results

The std331 test set consists of three sequences of 145 consecutive images obtained using a vari-
able 3D flow field and taken simultaneously by three differently located virtual cameras. The
std337 test set is similar except that it includes three sequences of 201 consecutive images. A 3D
(2D-3C actually: three components in a two dimensional set) vector field can be recovered for
every integer time step (using an odd number of images) or for every half-integer time step (using
an even number of images) except possibly for the few first of few last time steps depending upon
how many images are actually used by the system. An RMS error must be computed for the three
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Fig. 1 Plot of the RMS error with timestep using from two to seven consecutive images for the
STD301 (left) and STD302 (right) test sequences

components simultaneously of each recovered vector field and only for the data points visible si-
multaneously from the three cameras (masks are provided for the selection of these points). Since
that amounts to a lot of RMS error numbers, it has been chosen to compute all the possible ones
in the sequences but to display only their global RMS. Only this number must be displayed for
each of the test sets and for each evaluated system or system configuration (using a given number
of images for instance). If it is not always 100 %, the average vector density must be displayed,
associated to the RMS error (the 100 % density is relative to the set of data points visible from
the three cameras specified by the masks).

The default results shows the global RMS error for the three component (full) vectors and
making use of all three cameras. Per component (horizontal, vertical, out-of-plane and in-plane)
global RMS error can also be displayed as well as results obtained using only two cameras with a
60 degree or a 30 degree angle.

If computing all the vector fields for all the time steps is too heavy for the tested systems or
configurations, results may be displayed only for the one single recovered vector field using the
first images of the test sets. In that case, the results must be displayed exactly in the same way as
for the whole sequence. However, the results using only one recovered vector field should not be
compared with the results using all the recovered vector field, since the beginning of the sequence
is not representative enough of the average case.

5.2 Sample results using the LIMSI-CLIPS ODP-PIV system

Table 4 shows the global RMS error of the LIMSI-CLIPS ODP-PIV system on the VSJ standard
sequences std331 and std337 (problem 3). The vector fields to be recovered are different in the
two experiments and their global RMS are of 9.388 and 10.30 cm/s respectively. Table 5 shows
fully detailed results using the std337 test sequence, including the relative error (as percentage),
the per component error, and the results using only two cameras, separated by by an angle of
either 60 degrees or 30 degrees.

6 EVALUATION IN NOISY CONDITIONS

6.1 The noise problem in PIV systems evaluation

The PIV-STD synthetic images are very clean (without any noise) and, in this regard, may not be
as representative of real data as it would be desirable. Though they are useful for comparing, on a
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No. ODP-2 ODP-3 ODP-4 ODP-5 ODP-6 ODP-7
STD331(*) 0.624 0.532 0.434 0.366 0.339 0.363
STD337 1.203 1.014 0.950 0.823 0.799 0.776

Table 4 Global RMS error on the VSJ standard sequence std337. (*) the system failed at a few time
steps, these have been skipped resulting in a global density between 94 % and 99 % depending
upon the number of used images (density is always 100 % for std337).

Horizontal Vertical Out-of-plane In-plane Full
STD337 5.163 (50.1 %) 8.058 (78.2 %) 3.807 (36.9 %) 9.570 (92.9 %) 10.30 (100 %)
3 � 2 images 0.390 (3.78 %) 0.580 (5.62 %) 0.979 (9.50 %) 0.699 (6.78 %) 1.203 (11.6 %)
3 � 3 images 0.321 (3.11 %) 0.552 (5.35 %) 0.788 (7.65 %) 0.638 (6.19 %) 1.014 (9.84 %)
3 � 5 images 0.266 (2.58 %) 0.464 (4.50 %) 0.625 (6.07 %) 0.535 (5.19 %) 0.823 (7.99 %)
3 � 7 images 0.257 (2.49 %) 0.428 (4.15 %) 0.594 (5.76 %) 0.499 (4.84 %) 0.776 (7.53 %)
2 � 2 images 0.430 (4.17 %) 0.600 (5.82 %) 0.979 (9.50 %) 0.739 (7.17 %) 1.226 (11.9 %)
2 � 3 images 0.346 (3.36 %) 0.563 (5.47 %) 0.788 (7.65 %) 0.661 (6.42 %) 1.029 (9.99 %)
2 � 5 images 0.280 (2.72 %) 0.464 (4.50 %) 0.625 (6.07 %) 0.542 (5.26 %) 0.828 (8.03 %)
2 � 7 images 0.269 (2.61 %) 0.426 (4.13 %) 0.594 (5.76 %) 0.503 (4.88 %) 0.779 (7.56 %)
2 � 2 images 0.503 (4.88 %) 0.660 (6.40 %) 1.416 (13.7 %) 0.829 (8.05 %) 1.641 (15.9 %)
2 � 3 images 0.389 (3.77 %) 0.621 (6.03 %) 1.068 (10.3 %) 0.733 (7.11 %) 1.295 (12.5 %)
2 � 5 images 0.295 (2.86 %) 0.509 (4.94 %) 0.770 (7.47 %) 0.589 (5.71 %) 0.969 (9.40 %)
2 � 7 images 0.281 (2.72 %) 0.469 (4.55 %) 0.712 (6.91 %) 0.546 (5.30 %) 0.897 (8.71 %)

Table 5 Per component RMS error on the STD337 VSJ test sequence using images from all three
cameras, from two cameras separated by a 60-degree angle and from two cameras separated by a
30-degree angle

quantitative and objective ground, the relative performances of PIV systems and for providing an
estimation of their absolute performances, results might change significantly with real and noisy
data.

In order to allow for a more realistic evaluation of the PIV systems using the VSJ images
and the present evaluation protocol, an extension of it has been proposed. It simply consists
in using a standard noise generator parameterizable both in noise type and noise intensity. The
noise generator can be applied in the same way to any image sequence of the VSJ corpus and the
evaluation will be conducted exactly in the same way on sequence with added noise as on original
sequences. Results will be presented in the same way also, except that the used noise conditions
will have to be displayed with the results.

We will not discuss in detail here the problem of the noise in the evaluation of PIV systems.
The purpose of this addition is rather to provide the possibility to address it in the evaluation
protocol even though neither the details of the noise generator nor those of the standard noise
configurations are set up yet.

6.2 Types of noise

The noise on the PIV recordings can be roughly classified by the noise origination. The following
sources may be considered:

a) CCD camera,
b) A/D Converter,
c) Static Background (e.g., Cylinder, Wing, Walls....),
d) Dynamic Background (e.g., Oscillating Cylinder, Rotating Vane...),
e) Fluctuation of Illumination strength (incl. 1st/2nd pulse intensity variation),
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f) Saturation of Particle image intensity (might be included in A/D),
g) Flow field oriented (Flow-out, out-of-plane, ....).

The g) type of noise is the only one actually taken into consideration in the VSJ image se-
quence via the particle appearance and disappearance (or change of intensity) due to the modeled
out of plane velocity. Though it is not actually a noise, it appears as such to the systems that makes
the assumption that particles remains and with a constant intensity from one image to another.

It is not always possible to characterize and simulate separately all of these types of noise. On
the other hand, it is possible to use some straightforward algorithms for adding calibrated noises
to the images sequences. Here are a few possibilities :

1) add a random value to each pixel intensity value, static,
2) add a random value to each pixel intensity value, dynamic,
3) add a random medium and low frequency (higher than the frequency corresponding to the

average particle size) pattern, static,
4) add a random medium and low frequency pattern, dynamic,
5) add a particle texture pattern with the same characteristics (same particle size and density),

static,
6) add a particle texture pattern with the same characteristics, dynamic,
7) modify the average illumination intensity, dynamic.

Relations between these algorithms and the above mentioned types of noises can be roughly
assumed, for instance: 1) is related to a) and c), 2) to a) and b), 3) to c), 4) and 7) to d) and
e), 5) to c), and 6) to g). It can therefore be assumed, as a first approximation, that the above
mentioned algorithms can be representative of actual noises, at least enough for the evaluation of
the robustness of PIV systems relatively to them. The PIV systems will be evaluated in noise-free
conditions first and then in several standard noise conditions including each a given combination
of these noise types (and possibly others in the future) at given intensity levels (by varying the
Signal to Noise Ratio). A noise generator is provided with the standard evaluation protocol.
Currently, it only implements the 1), 2) and 3) noise types and any combination of them.

6.3 Sample results using the LIMSI-CLIPS ODP-PIV system

Tables 6 and 7 shows how the performance of the LIMSI-CLIPS ODP-PIV system is affected by
a calibrated quantity of noise of types 1), 2) and 3) using the VSJ test sequences std01 (typical
case) and std04 (case with a particle density close to the optimal value for the method). Noise
with RMS values of 5, 10 and 20 (relative to the [0:255] pixel intensity range) have been used.
For comparison, the RMS value of the signal in the std01 and std04 sequences is of 43.4 and 52.5
respectively. Figure 2 shows the noise added with a RMS value of 20 (at their actual intensity
scale). Figure 3 shows the particle texture corresponding to the std01 and std04 test sequences to
which they are added.

Preliminary results shows that, at least for the tested system, the three types of noise are not
equivalent for a given RMS level; type 3 (medium to low spatial frequency) appears to be much
more penalizing than types 1 and 2 (high spatial frequency).

7 CONCLUSION

The proposed protocol allows for a quantitative (objective) performance evaluation and compari-
son of PIV systems based on the Standard Images provided by the Visualization Society of Japan.
Any organization can test its PIV system using this protocol and a repository and summary of the
obtained results will be organized on the evaluation site.
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Noise @ RMS ODP-2 ODP-3 ODP-4
Without noise 10.2 (4.20 %) 9.59 (3.94 %) 9.33 (3.83 %)
Type 1 @ 5.0 10.4 (4.30 %) 9.63 (3.95 %) 9.43 (3.87 %)
Type 2 @ 5.0 10.9 (4.48 %) 9.76 (4.01 %) 9.40 (3.86 %)
Type 3 @ 5.0 11.9 (4.91 %) 10.4 (4.28 %) 9.82 (4.03 %)
Type 1 @ 10.0 11.2 (4.63 %) 10.0 (4.14 %) 9.74 (4.00 %)
Type 2 @ 10.0 11.5 (4.74 %) 10.1 (4.18 %) 9.70 (3.98 %)
Type 3 @ 10.0 18.9 (7.77 %) 13.7 (5.64 %) 11.9 (4.93 %)
Type 1 @ 20.0 15.5 (6.40 %) 12.2 (5.03 %) 11.0 (4.55 %)
Type 2 @ 20.0 15.4 (6.32 %) 11.7 (4.82 %) 10.8 (4.47 %)
Type 3 @ 20.0 77.7 (31.9 %) 64.5 (26.5 %) 42.4 (17.4 %)

Table 6 Global RMS error on the VSJ standard sequences std01 with added noise; the noise RMS
is relative to the [0:255] pixel intensity range; the signal RMS is of 43.4

Noise @ RMS ODP-2 ODP-3 ODP-4
Without noise 7.44 (3.05 %) 5.21 (2.14 %) 4.54 (1.86 %)
Type 1 @ 5.0 7.24 (2.97 %) 5.32 (2.18 %) 4.62 (1.89 %)
Type 2 @ 5.0 7.70 (3.16 %) 5.27 (2.16 %) 4.41 (1.81 %)
Type 3 @ 5.0 8.53 (3.50 %) 5.77 (2.37 %) 4.81 (1.97 %)
Type 1 @ 10.0 7.56 (3.10 %) 5.25 (2.16 %) 4.73 (1.94 %)
Type 2 @ 10.0 8.68 (3.56 %) 5.51 (2.26 %) 5.33 (2.19 %)
Type 3 @ 10.0 11.3 (4.66 %) 8.16 (3.35 %) 6.20 (2.54 %)
Type 1 @ 20.0 9.93 (4.08 %) 6.72 (2.76 %) 6.03 (2.47 %)
Type 2 @ 20.0 12.0 (4.95 %) 7.03 (2.88 %) 6.58 (2.70 %)
Type 3 @ 20.0 26.6 (10.9 %) 20.0 (8.23 %) 15.1 (6.21 %)

Table 7 Global RMS error on the VSJ standard sequences std04 with added noise; the noise RMS
is relative to the [0:255] pixel intensity range; the signal RMS is of 52.5

The noise generation extension to the evaluation protocol also permit to evaluate the sensitiv-
ity of the system to various types of noises at various intensity levels. The noise generator will
be enhanced in the future by the addition of more types of noises in order to obtain still more
accurate and realistic performance evaluations.

The organization of periodic true blind tests will also be considered in the future.
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Fig. 2 Visualization of added noises; left: by pixel random value, corresponding to types 1 (static)
and 2 (dynamic); right: medium to low frequency static pattern, corresponding to type 3; the RMS
of both noises is 20 in pixel intensity units

Fig. 3 Particle images of VSJ test sequences std01 (left) and std04 (right)
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